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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Brain damage due to hypoxia-ischemia (HI) during early development remains
a major cause of neurological disorder arising in the perinatal period, and subsequent
sequelae include mental retardation, learning difficulty, and cerebral palsy. These
various sequelae are due to lesions involving different areas of the brain. In the case of
cerebral palsy, it is the motor cortical area and the basal ganglia that are typically
damaged. As there is no available clinical means to restore function of neurons
damaged by HI insult, the management of this disorder is typically supportive
treatment to minimize brain injury and rehabilitative treatment to reduce the impact of
this brain injury on retarded functions.
Using a newborn rodent model of HI brain damage, several studies have
examined various methods used to reduce the neuronal damage induced by HI at birth
(Barks et al., 1991; Ford et al., 1989; Hattori and Wasterlian, 1990; McDonald et al.,
1987). Based on reports demonstrating cytopathological changes within hours of the
HI insult, with advanced ischemic cell changes being found by 24 hours (Ikonomidou
et al., 1989; Rice et al., 1981), these experiments invariably involved treatments
administered immediately before, after or during the HI insult. In contrast to these
therapeutic strategies, the purposes of this study are to: 1) establish a neonatal rat
1
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model of hypoxia-ischemia that produces a predictable, well-defined brain lesion, 2)
examine the survival of fetal cortical tissue transplanted into the area of the hypoxicischemic brain lesion several days after the insult, 3) study the growth and appearance
of the graft and its effect on surrounding structures at different time intervals after
transplantation to see if graft would replace damaged neurons and if it has any rescue
effect on these neurons.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

A HYPOXIC ISCHEMIC ENCEPHALOPATHY
Hypoxic ischemic encephalopathy (HIE) refers to the clinical and
neuropathological findings that occur in infants who have experienced a significant
episode of perinatal asphyxia. Despite major advances in obstetric and perinatal
medicine there has been little change in the incidence of HIE which has been
estimated to occur in approximately 2-4 per 1,000 live, term newborn, and this
incidence is even higher in small preterm neonates (Levene et al., 1985; MacDonald et
al., 1980; Mulligan et al., 1980; Yannucci et al., 1990; Volpe, 1987). Depending on
the gestational age and the severity of the insult, between 10-60% of asphyxiated
neonates who exhibit HIE expire during the neonatal period, and of the survivors 25%
or more will exhibit permanent neuropsychologic deficits like cerebral palsy, mental
retardation, learning disability, and epilepsy (Ellenberg and Nelson, 1988; Freeman and
Nelson, 1988; Levene et al., 1986; Low, 1988; Robertson et al., 1985, 1989).
The role of intrapartum asphyxia as the leading cause of cerebral palsy has
been challenged recently in few reports (Blair et al., 1988; Freeman et al., 1988;
Nelson et al., 1986). Reports from the NIH consensus conference, and American
College of Obstetrics and Gynecology committee reports evaluating the antecedents
3
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and causes of cerebral palsy (Freeman, 1985; Committee on Obstetrics, Maternal and
Fetal Medicine, 1992) demonstrate that in the western industrial countries, the rate of
cerebral palsy in term infants was 1 to 2 per 1000 live births in 1970, and this rate
remained the same for 1990 despite modern advances in obstetrics involving electronic
fetal heart rate monitoring, ultrasound, and almost complete elimination of intrapartum
birth trauma by utilizing advanced technology and performing more cesarean sections
(increased rate from 5% to 30%). This observation raises the possibility that a prior
insult occurring earlier in gestation may have predisposed such infants to subsequent
hypoxic-ischemic injury at delivery (Freeman et al., 1988). A few reports suggested
that other factors such as genetic, biochemical, infectious, intrauterine environments, or
other undetermined factors could be more important in the etiology of cerebral palsy
(Naeye et al., 1989). Some reports indicated that no more than 10-15% of cerebral
palsy cases in term infants are associated with definite evidence of severe intrapartum
HI insult (Blair et al., 1988; Naeye et al., 1989). Furthermore, because newborns who
sustain hypoxic injury earlier in gestation may be asymptomatic initially, the precise
number of infants with cerebral injury sustained prior to delivery may be even greater.
However, even if only 10-15% of patients with cerebral palsy are related directly to
intrapartum HI insult, this number still constitutes a significant morbidity. It is
important to emphasize that infants who sustain sufficient intrapartum HI cerebral
injury to cause long-term neurologic sequelae invariably demonstrate an acute
encephalopathy, which is recognizable clinically during the first week of life.
Conversely, the absence of acute encephalopathy during the first week of life
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essentially precludes a diagnosis of intrapartum HI cerebral injury of sufficient
magnitude to cause long-term sequelae. The outcome of infants who sustain HI insult
earlier during gestation and who do not display abnormal neurologic features during
the neonatal period has not been established.

Perinatal Asphyxia
The primary antecedent disturbance to neuronal tissue in HIE is a deficit in
oxygen supply. The perinatal brain can be deprived of oxygen by two major
pathogenic mechanisms: hypoxemia, which is a diminished amount of oxygen in the
blood supply; and ischemia, which is a diminished amount of blood perfusing the
brain. In most instances, during the perinatal period, hypoxemia or ischemia or both
occur as a result of asphyxia which refers to an impairment in the exchange of
respiratory gases, oxygen, and carbon dioxide. Thus, hypercapnia, which results in a
number of other metabolic (e.g., acidosis) and physiologic effects (e.g., increase in
cerebral blood flow), is a major additional factor in asphyxia. Asphyxia may occur at
one or more times during intrauterine and extrauterine life. In a large series of
asphyxiated full-term infants studied by Brown (Brown et al., 1974), the insult was
believed to have occurred primarily antepartum in 51 % of cases, intrapartum in 40%,
and postpartum in 9%. The clinical settings associated with asphyxia includes: (I)
interruption of the umbilical circulation (cord compression or accidents); (II) altered
placental gas exchange (placental abruption, previa, and insufficiency); (ill) inadequate
perfusion of the maternal side of the placenta (maternal hypotension, hypertension
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from any cause, or abnormal uterine contractions); (IV) impaired maternal oxygenation
(cardiopulmonary disease, anemia); and (V) failure of the neonate to accomplish lung
inflation and successful transition from fetal to neonatal cardiopulmonary circulation.

Pathophysiology

The basic pathophysiologic mechanism of perinatal hypoxic-ischemic cerebral
injury involves oxygen deprivation of cerebral tissue resulting in increased anaerobic
metabolism, decreased production of energy-rich phosphate compounds, and
accumulation of potentially toxic metabolites that may contribute further to the injury
[e.g., excitotoxic neurotransmitter and oxygen free radicals] (Barks and Silverstein,
1992; Yannucci, 1990; Volpe, 1987). In premature human infants, the lesions are
typically periventricular in location, whereas in infants born closer to term, the
topography of the necrotic foci shifts to subcortical areas, often with associated
selective neuronal necrosis or cavitary infarction of the convexities of the cerebral
cortex as seen in the immature rat HI model (Rice et al., 1981). Possible explanation
for the selective vulnerability of neurons in specific locations within the brain may
relate to a combination of regional circulatory and metabolic factors, as well as the
regional distribution of excitatory (glutamate) synapses.
[ 1] Circulatory factors. The immediate circulatory response to asphyxia in the
newborn involves redistribution of systemic blood flow, with increased perfusion of
more vital organs (e.g., brain, heart, and adrenal glands) and corresponding decreased
perfusion of lungs, kidneys, and gastrointestinal tract. However, when the HI insult is
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prolonged, this homeostatic hemodynamic mechanism fails and systemic hypotension
ensues (Lou et al., 1988; Volpe, 1987). The influence of systemic hypotension on
cerebral perfusion is augmented by impaired cerebrovascular autoregulation that has
been observed even in the context of relatively mild/moderate perinatal HI insult (Lou
et al., l 979b ). Cerebrovascular autoregulation is a homeostatic mechanism which
ensures the preservation of relatively constant cerebral perfusion over a wide range of
systemic arterial blood pressures by means of cerebral arteriolar constriction or
dilatation. The immature cerebrovascular system in the newborn infant is less capable
of invoking this mechanism, presumably in part due to the deficiency of the muscular
lining of cerebral arterioles. In addition, the normal blood pressure of the newborn is
relatively close to the downslope of the normal autoregulation curve (Versmold et al.,
1981 ). As a consequence, following the relatively hypoxic intrauterine environment,
additional minor hypoxemia, hypercarbia, or cranial trauma associated with normal
vaginal delivery may abolish this protective mechanism. Impaired cerebrovascular
autoregulation results in a direct linear relationship between cerebral blood flow (CBF)
and systemic blood pressure (Lou et al., 1979a, 1988). This relationship has major
clinical implications because systemic hypotension will result in decreased CBF and,
consequently cause ischemic cerebral injury, particularly in watershed zones of arterial
supply (Lou, 1979b ).
[2] Metabolic factors. It has been postulated that regional metabolic factors
(e.g., localized differences in anaerobic glycolysis, energy requirements, lactate
accumulation, calcium influx, or free radical formation) may play an important role in
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regional vulnerability of neurons to hypoxic injury. For example, the thalamus and
brain stem, which have high metabolic demands, appear to have increased
susceptibility to injury (Duffy et al., 1982; Ronald et al., 1988); however, the precise
relationship between regional metabolic factors and hypoxic neuronal injury has not
been defmed. Recent advances in magnetic resonance imaging of the newborn brain
suggest that vulnerability to ill insult also may relate to active myelination in specific
regions at the time of injury. Therefore, the deep gray matter structures (thalamus) and
cerebral cortex that are undergoing active myelination at term are affected more
severely by hypoxic insult (McArdle et al., 1987). Moreover, serial magnetic resonance
imaging examinations have documented delayed myelination in regions of the brain
that sustained ill injury (Johnson et al., 1987).
[3] Regional distribution of excitatory amino acid synapses. Data now indicate
that excitatory amino acids, particularly glutamate, play a critical role in the mediation
of hypoxic neuronal injury (Barks and Silverstein, 1992; Engelsen, 1986; Choi, 1988a;
1988b; Hagberg et al, 1987; Olney, 1978; Silverstein et al., 1987). For example, a
series of tissue culture studies demonstrated that hippocampal neurons are able to
survive prolonged hypoxia in the absence of glutamatergic synapses. In contrast,
following the development of such synapses, all neurons died rapidly under hypoxic
conditions (Rothman, 1983). In further work, synaptic blockade with glutamate
blockers (e.g., magnesium, D-glutamylglycine, dextromethorphan, or ketamine)
prevented hypoxic cell death (Choi, 1987, 1988b; Clark and Rothman, 1987; Rothman
et al., 1987).
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The critical role of glutamate is supported by experimental evidence which
demonstrates that the concentration of extracellular glutamate increases dramatically
within minutes following oxygen deprivation. This is a result of both excessive release
from glutamatergic neurons, and impaired energy dependent glutamate uptake by
presynaptic nerve terminals and glia (Benveniste et al., 1984). Two mechanisms appear
to be involved in glutamate mediated cell death. In the first instance, cell death occurs
within minutes as a result of activation of glutamate receptors, depolarization of the
cell membrane, and intracellular influx of sodium and chloride. This is followed by
passive influx of water in order to maintain osmotic balance, leading to osmotic cell
lysis. Delayed cell death, which occurs within hours following the insult, may be a
more important mechanism initiated by activation of glutamate receptors. This latter
process involves intracellular influx of calcium through calcium ion channels, with
subsequent mitochondrial dysfunction, protease activation and phospholipase
activation. As a result, these enzymes degrade membrane phospholipid, release
arachidonic acid, and cause excess free radical formation. The importance of the
calcium-mediated mechanism of delayed cell death is supported by in vivo studies in
experimental animals that indicate that neuronal death may be minimized by the
administration of a glutamate antagonists or calcium-channel blockers as late as 5
minutes after cessation of the hypoxic insult (Izumiyama et al., 1988; Coacher et al.,
1988). Delayed cell death, related to glutamate receptor activation, may explain the
delayed ischemic neuronal death observed in both humans (Petito et al., 1987) and
experimental animals (Pulsinelli et al., 1982).
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Experimental studies in newborn rats have demonstrated that the cerebral
concentration of glutamate increases dramatically during HI (Hagberg et al., 1987) and
that systemic administration of glutamate receptor antagonists, either preceding or
following hypoxic ischemic insult, appear to reduce neuronal injury and improve
survival (Andine et al., 1988; McDonald et al., 1987; Thirlinger et al., 1987). In
addition, the neuropathologic topography of HI neuronal injury in the mammalian
brain appears to correlate with the distribution of glutamatergic synapses (Engelsen,
1986). This relationship was studied in the immature rat using a hypobaric chamber
along with unilateral common carotid artery occlusion (lkonomidou et al., l 989a,
I 989b ), where the similarity of cytopathological appearance and timing in both the
hypobaric ischemia model and N-Methyl-D-Aspartate (NMDA) injection was
demonstrated. These studies also demonstrated that the vulnerability of the immature
rat brain to hypobaric ischemic damage increases during the early neonatal period (2-4
days), reaches a peak at day 6, and then diminishes progressively with increasing age.
Similar findings were observed in the NMDA model.

Neuropathology

The major neuropathologic patterns of injury observed in the human newborn
with IDE include (Volpe, 1987):
[I] Selective neuronal necrosis. In the term newborn this is characterized by
neuronal injury of specific regions of the cerebral cortex as well as other areas such as
Sommer's sector of the hippocampus, thalamus, brainstem, cerebellum, and anterior
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horn cells of the spinal cord. The greater the insult, the more severe and diffuse is the
neuronal injury. Circulatory factors clearly contribute to the pathogenesis of this type
of injury because of the vulnerability of the vascular border zones; however, the lack
of direct correlation between cerebral injury and vascular distribution suggests that
other pathogenic factors may be involved. Thus, it is postulated that the rapid rate of
differentiation and metabolism of neurons in brainstem nuclei and thalamus may
account for the increased susceptibility of these regions to HI injury. More importantly
there is increasing experimental evidence to suggest that the topography of selective
neuronal necrosis corresponds closely to the anatomic distribution of glutamatergic
nerve terminals.
The late neuropathologic sequelae of selective neuronal necrosis include
cerebral atrophy and multicystic encephalomalacia. Affected children develop varying
degrees of spastic quadriplegia, microcephaly, mental retardation, and seizures.
[2] Status marmoratus of the basal ganglia and thalamus. Injury to the basal
ganglia and thalamus may be considered a subtype of selective neuronal necrosis. In
this context, concomitant neuronal necrosis in the cerebral cortex has been documented
in more than half of these patients. Microscopic features include neuronal necrosis,
gliosis, and excessive (increased) myelination of astrocytic fibers which is responsible
for the marbled appearance of the affected structures. The pathogenesis of this pattern
of injury is believed to relate directly to the distribution of glutamate receptors and to
the rapid differentiation of neurons in this region during the newborn period. In both
newborn rats and human infants, transient, dense glutamatergic innervation of the basal
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ganglia has been documented (Barks et al., 1988; Greenamyre et al., 1987).
Furthermore, the administration of glutamate agonist cause neuronal injury in this
region, supporting the notion that striatal neurons are particularly vulnerable to HI
(Silverstein et al., 1984, 1987). Decreased uptake of glutamate has also been
documented, which may relate to the high dopamine levels that are released acutely
following HI insult (Silverstein et al., 1986).
The clinical features of status marmoratus of the basal ganglia and thalamus in
the human newborn are not defined clearly; however, long-term sequelae include
choreoathetotic cerebral palsy and intellectual impairment.
[3] Parasagittal cerebral injury. This is characterized by necrosis of the cortex
and underlying white matter of the parasagittal regions of the cerebral hemispheres.
The pathogenesis of this lesion is related principally to two circulatory factors:
parasagittal 'water shed' zones of arterial supply of the anterior, middle, and posterior
cerebral arteries and impaired autoregulation.
Clinical features of parasagittal cerebral injury observed during the neonatal
period include hypotonia and weakness that is more severe proximally, especially in
the upper extremities.
[4] Focal and multifocal ischemic brain necrosis. Focal brain injury occurs in
approximately 15-20% of asphyxiated newborns. In addition to classic arterial
occlusion, magnetic resonance imaging and cerebral angiography have recently
demonstrated that cortical venous thrombosis may result in focal cerebral injury in the
term newborn (Konishi et al., 1987). The pathogenesis of focal cerebral necrosis is
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often multifactorial. Potential causes include proliferative vasculopathy and vascular
maldevelopment of the circle of Willis, anterior choroidal, middle cerebral, and
posterior communicating arteries. Arterial occlusion by embolus or thrombus has been
well documented during the newborn period. Sources of emboli include placental
infarction or thrombi in involuting fetal vessels, punctured or catheterized vessels.
Newborn infants with cerebral infarction may be asymptomatic or may present with
asymmetry of motor function or with focal or multifocal seizures.
Late sequelae include hemiplegic cerebral palsy, seizures, and intellectual
impairment.

B. ANIMAL MODELS
Much of our current understanding concerning the pathophysiology of perinatal
brain disorders has evolved from animal studies over the past three decades. Fetal and
neonatal nonhuman primate, pregnant sheep, lamb, piglet and immature rodents have
all been important animal models for perinatal brain research. Although no model can
be considered 'perfect' in reflecting the variety and complexity of human brain
pathology, the investigator must assess the merits and limitations of each model within
the framework of the research questions being asked. From a historic perspective, the
contribution of Myers and co-workers (Brann and Myers, 1975; Myers et al., 1969a,
1969b, 1972, 1975) can be considered to have laid firm foundations to the
understanding of the dynamics of cerebral pathology following perinatal asphyxia.
These investigators studied a variety of issues concerning asphyxia! brain disorders in
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the fetal and neonatal rhesus monkey after subjecting pregnant primates and the fetuses
to varying types of insults at different gestational time points. Changes in the fetal
cardiovascular status and the central nervous system were systematically evaluated. In
addition to acute measurements, long-term behavior and neuropathologic changes in
surviving animals were evaluated. The major contribution of the primate studies can be
summarized as follows: [1] the immature fetal brain has a greater degree of tolerance
to asphyxia! insult than the mature brain; [2] in addition to the reduction in the Pa 0 2
('pure' hypoxia), ischemia is also required to cause measurable brain damage; [3]
depending upon the nature and extent of HI insult, one can demonstrate a predictable
array of neuropathologic changes, of which two types are quite distinct: acute nuclear
damage in brain stem with global ischemia (anoxia), and edema with neuronal necrosis
in the cerebral hemispheres with prolonged partial asphyxia, and [4] accumulation of
lactate that occurs with glucose pretreatment is the major final common pathway for
cellular damage.
Several subsequent investigators have pointed out many limitations of the
primate model of Myers. These can be summarized as follows: [1] in contrast to the
humans, a severe degree of maternal hypoxia is needed to cause fetal CNS damage;
[2] primate experiments were done in food-deprived animals (mothers) under
anesthesia and both might have significantly affected cerebral blood flow and
metabolism; and [3] the most frequent neuropathologic change seen in the primate
(severe brain edema followed by neuronal necrosis) is not a common feature in human
perinatal HI of the term infant, while the frequently observed intra- and periventricular
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hemorrhagic and ischemic lesions seen in preterm humans seldom occur in the
primate. Additional limitations that have arisen in recent years concern the major
restrictions placed on nonhuman primate research, particularly in the rhesus monkey.
In addition in this country primate research has become prohibitively expensive,
further impeding its widespread adaptation for perinatal brain research.
In 1981, Rice et al. described a modified rodent model of the Levine method
(Levine, 1960). According to this modification, 7-day old postnatal rats underwent
unilateral common carotid artery (CCA) occlusion under light anesthesia. After a 3- to
4- hour recovery period, the animals were subjected to 3.5 h of 8% oxygen breathing
in an air-tight chamber that was partially submerged in a 37°C water bath to maintain
a "constant thermal environment". The pups were then removed and sacrificed at
varying time periods (up to 50 h). Twenty-five animals received this treatment; over
79% of the rat pups survived, and 92% of survivors demonstrated varying degree of
brain damage. Infarction of ipsilateral cerebral cortex was present in 56% of the
animals, and, depending upon the duration of post-asphyxia! survival, additional
findings of brain damage were seen.
Confirming the work of Myers and coworkers, this study using the rat model
proved that hypoxia alone did not produce histologic changes in central nervous
system, but both hypoxia and ischemia were required (Rice et al., 1981). Also the
clinical outcome observed at intervals up to 48 hours after hypoxic exposure differed
from that observed in adult because these immature rats had no neurological, reflex or
behavioral sequelae. The suggested explanation for this neuropathological damage
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without corresponding clinical correlate was that motor activity in the immature rat,
unlike the adult rodent, is not dependent on the cerebral cortex but rather upon
subcortical structures (brain stem, cerebellum). A shift of motor control to the
contralateral (intact) cerebral hemisphere (neuronal plasticity) was also suggested but
seemed unlikely since neurological deficits were not observed in the immediate
recovery period.
Further study of this model (Towfighi et al., 1991) was undertaken to ascertain
the minimal duration of HI required to produce tissue injury and to characterize the
nature and distribution of the threshold lesions which arise from HI in the immature
rat. The results demonstrated that a longer duration of hypoxia was more likely to
produce brain lesions and that the extent and severity of the lesion closely correlated
with the length of hypoxia. Thus, no cerebral lesions were present in rats exposed to
45 minutes of hypoxia, whereas 25% (5/20) developed non-cystic lesions with 60-75
minutes exposure, and 50% (5/10) of animals with 90 minutes of hypoxia had lesions
that were more extensive. White matter necrosis with relative sparing of the gray
matter is a prominent feature of HI injury in experimental animals and human fetuses
(Yannucci et al., 1989). This model has also been reported to produce lesions mainly
in the distribution of the middle cerebral artery territory, with less involvement in the
territory of the anterior cerebral artery, and none in the posterior cerebral artery
territory.
The rat pup model seems to be a useful long-term survival model where the
histopathologic changes occur consistently. The animal is easy to handle and available
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without difficulty, and the experimental costs are modest. In addition several
laboratories have utilized this model to report on several physiologic, anatomic, and
pharmacological interventions characteristics in HI brain damage (Andine et al., 1988;
Barks et al., 1991; Chumas et al., 1993; Hattori et al., 1990; McDonald et al., 1987,
1991; Palmer et al., 1990; Silverstein et al., 1984).

C. NEURONAL TRANSPLANTATION
Organ transplantation is an accepted treatment for renal, hepatic and cardiorespiratory diseases, and the principles of harvesting and transplantation technique,
together with the maintenance of organ function, are well established. The ethical
aspects of harvesting have been widely debated, and in most countries appropriate
regulations have been formulated which support and indeed may encourage organ
donation. As regards neural transplantation, however, these principles are yet to be
agreed upon and the clinical value of such treatment is not yet established.
Consequently, the management of patients with neural degenerative disease, who
potentially have much to gain, is uncertain and the ethical issues are still hotly
debated.
Studies during the past decade have shown that intracerebral implants of neural
tissue can promote functional recovery and structural repair in the damaged CNS.
Developing CNS tissue is a particularly rich source of cells for this purpose. A wide
variety of glial and neuronal cell types can be obtained at different stages of
development, either as multipotent precursor cells or as young differentiated neurons
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with a high growth propensity. Young neurons and neuroblasts, in particular, can to
some degree substitute for lost neurons in the damaged CNS, and neurotransmitter- or
peptide-producing cells have successfully been used as functional systems in the brain.
The neuronal transplant strategies utilized can be categorized into the following; (a)
transmitter replacement, (b) hormonal replacement, ( c) trophism and neuronal rescue,
and ( d) circuit reconstruction.

Historical Background
The first, and unsuccessful, brain transplantation was performed by Thomson in
1890 (Thompson, 1890) when he transplanted pieces of cerebral cortex from adult cats
to dogs. Similar unsuccessful results were reported over the next 15 years using
similar manipulation. However in 1917, Dunn (Dunn, 1917) used immature rats and
demonstrated that immature neural tissue has a better chance of surviving in another
brain than does adult tissue. She also noted that surviving grafts were richly supplied
with new blood vessels, particularly notable with grafts placed in the ventricle of the
host brain in contact with the choroid plexus, the highly vascular membrane that lines
the ventricles. In the following years it became clear that effective neural
transplantation was more likely to be successful using fetal donors and even more so
using young rather than adult recipients (Das, 1974; Le Gross Clark, 1940). Synaptic
connection between the embryonic graft and neonatal host brain was demonstrated by
Lund and Hauschka in 1976 (Lund and Hauschka, 1976). Two years later, Das and
Hallas (Das and Hallas, 1978) demonstrated successful transplantation of embryonic
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neural tissue into adult rat brain. That was an important experiment because it implied
that neural degenerative diseases which largely occur in adults could possibly be
treated by embryonic neural transplants. Much of the work done in subsequent years
focused on the use of neural transplantation in animal model of Parkinson's disease
where dopaminergic neurons were successfully grafted into the striatum to replace
degenerated dopaminergic cells within the substantia nigra. Clinical attempts to utilize
these principles in patients with Parkinson's disease were reported by several
investigators and, despite some setbacks, have received a wide range of publicity and
enthusiasm (Backlund et al., 1985; Bjorklund et al., 1982; Hitchcock, 1989; Madrazo
et al., 1988).
As far as the latter two strategies of neural transplantation (neural rescue and
circuit reconstruction), many experimental reports from different laboratories have
examined the survival and connectivity of fetal neocortical grafts used as a block or
cell suspension, implanted in neonatal I juvenile hosts (Castro et al., 1985, 1987, 1988,
1989; Chang et al., 1984, 1986; Floeter and Jones, 1984; Lee et al., 1987; NietoSampedro et al., 1982; Porter et al., 1987) or adult hosts (Gibbs and Cotman, 1987;
Gonzalez and Sharp, 1987, 1988; Hohmann et al., 1988; Mufson et al., 1987;
Sofroniew et al., 1986; Sorensen et al., 1990) with varying types of lesions. In the case
of newborn recipients, such studies have primarily involved the homotopic
transplantation of fetal presumptive sensorimotor cortex into sensorimotor aspiration
cavities made immediately prior to grafting. In this work, projections from the host
brain to the transplants arose from several thalamic nuclei and the ipsi- and
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contralateral cortex, as well as a number of other areas including the claustrum,
hypothalamus, zona incerta, basal forebrain, locus coeruleus and midline raphe (Castro
et al., 1988, 1989). These projections resembled normal cortical afferents. Transplant
efferents to the contralateral cortex, thalamus, striatum, pontine gray and cervical
spinal cord were also found (Castro et al., 1985,1987). Other laboratories reported
similar findings using similar transplant paradigms (Chang et al., 1984, 1986; Floeter
and Jones, 1984, 1985; Fonseca et al., 1988; Porter et al., 1987; Santacana et al.,
1990). The physiologic efficacy of graft afferents was demonstrated by studies of
transplant unit activity evoked by electrical stimulation of the thalamus or forepaw
(Castro et al., 1991; Neafsey et al., 1989). Pyramidal tract neurons within neocortical
grafts have also been demonstrated electrophysiologically (Porter et al., 1987).
The potential therapeutic benefit of neuronal transplantation to rescue damaged
neurons and reconstruct broken circuits in clinically relevant situations deserves more
attention, since most studies have been devoted to the transmitter replacement strategy
of transplantation in cases of the Parkinson's disease. The utilization of a more
clinically relevant model that more closely resembles clinical situations would seem to
be more appropriate in transplantation studies. Ischemic brain damage and infarction, a
major clinical problem, both in adult and newborn human beings, is a prime candidate
for this strategy. Although a few reports have addressed this possibility using adult
hosts (Grabowski et al., 1992; Hadani et al., 1987; Mampalan et al., 1988; Soares et
al., 1991), we are unaware of any studies as

of~

that have addressed the use of

neuronal transplantation in the newborn brain damaged by HI.
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Studies in adult host have shown that fetal neocortical grafts survive after
implantation in an infarcted area of the brain induced by MCA occlusion (Hadani et
al., 1987; Grabowski et al., 1992; Mampalan et al., 1988) or concussive lateral fluid
percussion (Soares et al., 1991). Evidence of graft efferent connections from the host
surrounding structures were also demonstrated (Grabowski et el., 1992). The use of
cortical grafts in the immature HI rat model, a clinically relevant model as discussed
above, would seem to be relevant and interesting to both clinicians and scientists.

Donor-Host Relationship
The Donor-host relationship can be classified as follows:
1. Autograft, i.e., transplantation within an individual.

2. Syn- or Isograft, i.e., transplantation between genetically similar individuals of the
same species.
3. Homo- or Allograft, i.e., transplantation between genetically dissimilar individual of
the same species.
4. Heterograft, i.e., transplantation between different species.
5. Xenograft, i.e., transplantation between widely disparate species, e.g., across orders.

Immune Response
Peculiar to the brain, the fact that immunologic rejection of a graft in the CNS
may not occur even when the donor and the recipient are genetically different, and the
concept that the CNS represents an "immunologically privileged site" has evolved
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since the early days of tissue transplantation to the brain (Barker et al., 1977). It is
thought that because the brain lacks lymphatic vessels and lymph nodes, from which
many of the cells of the immune system are deployed, and because the walls of blood
vessels in the central nervous system are specialized to create a "blood-brain barrier"
the access of the immune system to foreign tissue in the brain is limited. In the case of
neuronal transplants the lack of rejection may also reflect the characteristics of nerve
cells proper. On their surface most cells bear large molecules known as class I major
histocompatibility antigens. The antigens are distinctive in each animal; they are the
molecules the immune system recognizes as foreign when it rejects grafted tissue. It is
known that those antigens are normally rare or absent on most neurons. The degree of
immunological privilege in the brain is not absolute, and this may represent a
significant impediment to the survival of histoincompatible grafts. The nature of this
privilege, together with the specific immune events leading to neural grafts rejection
were addressed by many investigators {see review by Sloan (Sloan et al., 1991)}. As a
consequence of possible immune-mediated rejection, immunosuppression in some cases
might be necessary to guarantee long-term graft survival.

Graft Survival
The survival of the neuronal graft is affected by many variables including, age
and viability of donor tissue at the time of transplantation, the establishment of a blood
supply, host brain condition and type of lesion used, immunological compatibility, and
time of grafting in relation to the injury inflicted. Reports have shown that neuronal
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grafts taken from rat fetuses at embryonic day 13-15 (E 13-15) have the greatest
potential of survival after transplantation (Floeter et al., 1985; Sladek, 1984).
Additionally grafts placed into neonatal hosts show more host-transplant connectivity
than those found with adult hosts. However in both cases transplants have ameliorated
secondary atrophy that is usually seen at distant sites from primary lesions (Ruan and
Cunningham, 1984, 1987; Sharp and Gonzalez, 1986; Sorensen et al., 1989). This
effect was attributed to the production of trophic factors by neuronal grafts. The
production of trophic factors by the host brain is also considered to be an important
factor in graft survival. Relevant studies in adult rat showed that the maximum level of
host trophic factors production was observed at day 10 post-traumatic brain lesion and
that graft survival was maximum when grafting occurred 8 days after the lesion
(Nieto-Sampedro et al., 1982, 1983). Increased transplant survival was also attributed
to a decrease in the level of toxic substances released after wound lesions and to
vascularization of the area by the time the delayed graft was inserted (Nieto-Sampedro
et al., 1983). Studies in adult rats with brain infarction demonstrated good graft
survival when implantation occurred within that window of 2-14 days after MCA
occlusion (Grabowski et al., 1992; Mampalan et al., 1988) or concussive fluid
percussion insult (Soares et al., 1991 ), but poor survival and connectivity with
evidence of glial scarring at 4 weeks post insult (Soares et al., 1991). In contrast to
findings using adult animals, studies on newborn rats demonstrated the survival of the
transplant placed into newborn immediately after traumatic aspiration lesions of the
cerebral cortex (Castro et al., 1985, 1987, 1988, 1989; Chang et al., 1984). The
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determination of the optimal time for grafting seems to vary among different studies
depending on the type of host and lesion used.

CHAPTER ill
SPECIFIC AIMS

The present study was designed to utilize the neonatal rat model described by
Rice with some refinement in order to obtain a consistent lesions. The specific aims
were:
1) To assess the topography of neuronal damage induced by a modification of
the rat neonatal HI model developed by Rice.
2) To determine whether or not fetal neocortical grafts will survive in the HI
damaged newborn host.
3) To examine host-transplant axonal connectivity using acetylcholinesterase
staining methods.
4) To examine the effect of the graft on surrounding brain structures using
damage assessment scoring system and morphometric measures to see if graft has any
rescue effect on neurons damaged by HI and to compare that effect if any at different
time intervals after transplantation, in this case over a six week period.
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CHAPTER IV
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals
Long-Evans, black-hooded rats were used in these experiments. Eighty animals
sustained HI treatment at postnatal day 7-8 (day of birth equals postnatal day 0), and
27 of these received fetal neocortical transplants seven days after the HI insult.

Smvival after the HI treatment varied according to the methods used, as described in
the next section, whereas all but one of the animals survived the transplantation
procedure.

Hvuoxic-lschemic Insult
Using a modification of previously described methods (Rice at al., 1981 ), HI
was induced by permanent occlusion of the right common carotid artery (CCA)
combined with placement of the animals in a temperature-controlled, 8% oxygen
balanced nitrogen chamber or vessel. Using methoxyflurane inhalation anesthetic, a
ventral midline neck incision was made and the underlying muscles reflected to expose
the right carotid sheath. The pulsating CCA was identified and isolated by blunt
dissection to carefully clear surrounding tissue. The area was then bathed in saline and
the artery coagulated with a microforceps cautery. The cauterized vessel was then
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resected to verify complete occlusion and to prevent reperfusion. The skin wound was
then sutured and the animals returned to their mothers.
Two hours after CCA occlusion surgery, individual litters (varied in numbers)
were placed on an elevated plate inside an airtight glass vessel (capacity about 4.5
cubic liters) that contained a mixture of 8% oxygen balanced nitrogen. The fraction of
inspired oxygen was monitored during the exposure period (range 7.6-8%) using an
oxygen analyzer (Miniox ™from Catalyst Research, Owing Mills, MD). Various
hypoxia exposure times and vessel temperature were used: [I] vessel temperature was
maintained at 37°C by placing it in a temperature controlled incubator, and the animals
were placed in the vessel for one hour (n=l4 animals); [II] the vessel was partially
submerged in a 37°C water bath, resulting in a vessel temperature of 28-29°C and the
animals exposed to hypoxia for two hours (n= 11 ); or [III] the vessel was partially
submerged in a 45°C water bath, resulting in a vessel temperature range of 32-33°C
and the animals placed in it for 2-2.5 hours (n=55). Temperature inside the vessel was
monitored by a thermometer suspended 1-2 cm above the elevated floor that was at
37°C . After the hypoxia treatment, animals were returned to their mothers until
transplantation surgery one week later.

Neuronal Transplantation

Fetal neocortical transplants were placed in 27 animals that sustained HI insult
according to the third method described above. Donor cortical tissue was obtained
from embryonic day 13 (E-13) fetuses removed individually from dams anesthetized
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with sodium pentobarbital (50 mg/kg). The fetuses were placed in sterile Ringer's
solution at room temperature, and using microsurgical instruments, the cartilaginous
fetal skull was opened and the cerebral cortex carefully stripped of meninges. Blocks
of cortical tissue (1-2 mm3 ) taken primarily anterior to bregma were dissected free and
aspirated into a glass cannula fitted onto a Hamilton microsyringe. During this
procedure the recipient animals were prepared.
Recipients were anesthetized by methoxyflurane inhalation and underwent a
small 2-3 mm craniotomy on the right side at the coronal suture and 1-2 mm from the
sagittal suture. With the syringe containing the donor tissue attached to a micromanipulator, the tip of the cannula was inserted perpendicular to the surface into the
host brain through the craniotomy opening, the fetal tissue was then slowly injected
while withdrawing the syringe. The grafts were held in place with the bone flap
previously made during the craniotomy, and the scalp incision sutured. The pups were
then warmed by an incandescent lamp and returned to their mothers until weaning or
sacrifice. The pregnant dams were sacrificed by intracardiac injection of sodium
pentobarbital. Diagram demonstrating the transplantation procedure is shown in

(Figure 1).

Histology
Animals receiving grafts were sacrificed by anesthetic overdose and cardiac
perfusion with 0.1 M phosphate buffered 4% paraformaldehyde pH-7.4 at 2 (n=8), 3-4
(exactly at 24-28 days, n=ll), and 6 (n=7) weeks post-transplantation. Animals that
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did not receive grafts were sacrificed and perfused four weeks after sustaining HI
insult. Brains were removed and immersed in the perfusion fixative overnight and then
placed in 30% sucrose until they sunk. They were then stored frozen until sectioned
coronally at 30 micron using a cryostat. Alternate sections were stained with toluidine
blue and reacted for acetylcholinesterase (AChE) in order to identify AChE-positive
axons.

AChE Histochemistry
AChE histochemistry was conducted according to a previously described
technique (Ganser-Jensen, 1971; Hedreen et al., 1985). Briefly, free floating sections
were first incubated in a low pH incubation mixture containing sodium citrate, copper
sulfate potassium ferrocyanide, and acetothiocholine iodide. Ethopropazine ( 10-4 M,
Sigma) was added to the incubation medium in order to inhibit nonspecific
cholinesterase. Finally, the reaction product was intensified by brief incubations in
ammonium sulfide and silver nitrate.

Brain Damage Assessments
The extent and distribution of brain damage were assessed by microscopic
examination of all subserial sections. The scoring system described by Rice (Rice et
al., 1981) was adapted; and the neuronal damage was graded as follows: 0, no neurons
involved; 1, a few neurons involved; 2, moderate numbers of neurons involved; 3, a
majority of neurons involved; and 3*

=

infarction. Also the degree of ventricular
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dilatation at the ipsilateral compared to the contralateral hemisphere were graded as
follows: 0, no ventricular dilatation; 1, mild dilatation; 2, moderate dilatation; and 3 =
severe ventricular dilatation.
In addition morphometric measurements were performed at two specific coronal
levels (anterior, posterior) for each animal using the computer program (NIH Image)
provided by the NIH, the anterior section was taken from midway between the level of
the anterior commissure and the level of the genu of the corpus callosum ( = 0. 70 mm
from Bregma), and the posterior section from the level of the dorsal hippocampus (= 3.30 from Bregma). The two sections corresponds to plates 15, and 31 respectively of
the rat stereotaxic atlas (Paxinos and Watson 1986); the anterior level included
primarily the cerebral cortex and caudate-putamen; the posterior level included the
cerebral cortex, hippocampus, habenula, and brain stem including the thalamus.
The following areas were measured at both the ipsi- and contralateral side of
the arterial occlusion: the total sectional area of the cerebral hemisphere excluding
areas of infarction if any at both the anterior and posterior sections, the sectional area
of the CPu at the anterior section, the sectional area of the brain stem including the
thalamus at the posterior level, and the total length of the entire CA field and the
Dentate gyms at the posterior level. Measurements were expressed in millimeters
square for area measurements and millimeters for length measurements. A diagram
demonstrating the two coronal levels and the structures assessed is shown in (Figure
2). The ratio of the ipsilateral (Rt) to the contralateral (Lt) brain structure measured
were calculated and expressed as percent number.
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Grafts Assessment
Serial examination of all animals was done, and for those receiving transplants,
the size and location of the grafts was recorded. Additional comments on the
connectivity of the surviving grafts were made. Graft size was assessed and scored
subjectively as follow: 0, no Tp seen; 1, small or remnant poorly developed Tp; 2,
moderate size well developed Tp; and 3= large size well developed Tp.
Animals were studied in two ways: First, grouped by age at sacrifice [2, 3-4, or
6 weeks after transplantation] regardless of Tp survival or size, and they were
compared with control animals receiving HI only and sacrificed at 4 weeks after the
insult; Second, grouped by Tp size [poor or no Tp with score of 0-1, or good Tp with
score of 2-3] regardless of the age at sacrifice, and also compared with control animals
receiving HI only and sacrificed at 4 weeks after the insult

Statistics
Analysis of the absolute sectional area, length measurements, and the calculated
ratio between animal groups were done using Analysis of Variance for independent
measures (ANOVAI) of interval scales. Analysis of the scoring system between groups
was done using the Kruskal-W allis test for ordinal scales. In addition a Correlation
coefficient between the measured ratio %, and the damage assessment score was
computed for all structures assessed to see if the subjective scoring method does
correlate with the morphometric measurements.
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Figure 1.

Diagram illustrating the transplantation procedure.
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Figure 2.

Camera lucida drawing of the two specific coronal sections where

morphometric measurements were done; 2.A, anterior level showing the ipsi- and
contralateral Cpu and hemispheric area measurements; 2.B, posterior level showing
ipsi- and contralateral area measurements of the brain stem diencephalon and cerebral
hemisphere and length measurements of the entire CA field and the dentate gyros. area
measurements in mi11imeter square, and length measurements in millimeter. Also note
the presence of a transplant (Tp) in the ipsilateral right frontal cortex.
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CHAPTER V
RESULTS

Procedures and Surgical Treatments
The overall smvival results of the HI treatment groups and animals receiving
Tp are presented in (Table 1).

All 14 animals (2 litters with 7/litter) died during or

immediately after HI treatment I, i.e., placement of the hypoxia vessel in a 37°C
incubator for one hour. Eight of the eleven animals (from two litters treated separately)
smvived using HI treatment II, i.e., partially submerging the hypoxia vessel for 2
hours in a 37-38°C water bath that resulted in a vessel temperature of 28-29°C. The
three animals that did not survive this treatment died while in the hypoxia vessel.
However, these animals all showed temporary bleeding when the CCA was cut after
microcautery occlusion. Possibly, the bleeding resumed during the hypoxia period.
Thirty-five of 55 animals survived HI insult according to treatment III, i.e., partially
submerging the hypoxia vessel in a 45°C water bath which resulted in a chamber
temperature of 32-33°C, and 27 of the smvivors received the neocortical grafts. All but
one of the grafted animals survived the transplantation surgery.
Survivors demonstrated no apparent neurological deficits immediately after the
HI treatment (II, or III) or after grafting, although a moderate to severe degree of
ptosis was noted in few animals at the time of sacrifice, probably due to injury of the
36
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superior ceivical ganglion during CCA occlusion. However, no detailed neurological or
behavioral examination was performed.

Hypoxic-Ischemic Brain Damage
Ischemic damage, found on the side ipsilateral to the CCA occlusion, was
typically mild in the eight animals suiviving treatment II. In the cerebral cortex, this
damage was characterized by a loss of cells, primarily in layers 3-5, in the posterior
parietal and occipital areas (Fig. 3). AChE positive fibers also appeared to be less
dense in the cortical ischemic areas, although this was typically more obvious in the
more extensive ischemic lesions seen in animals receiving treatment III. AChE
reactivity was also less dense in the hippocampus, particularly the CAI field and the
dentate gyros (Fig. 4A, B) in treatment II animals, and corresponding Nissl staining
showed the CAI neurons to be less compacted and paler staining (Fig. 4C, D).
Additionally, atrophy of the medial habenular nucleus (MHb) was obvious in several
animals of this group (Fig. 4A). Damage assessment using the scoring system in
animals sustaining HI according to treatment II is presented at various structures
examined in (Table 2).
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Table 1.-- Overall results of different hypoxic treatments and transplantation of all
study animals (N=80).
No. exposed to

No. Surviving(%)

- HI treatment I (37°C, 1 hr)

14

0

- HI treatment II (28-29°C, 2 hr)

11

8 (73%)

- HI treatment III (32-33°C, 2-2.5 hr)

55

35 (63%)

-Transplantation (all had treatment ill)

27

26 (96%)

Procedure

Sacrificed @ 2 wk post-Tp

7

Sacrificed @ 3-4 wk post-Tp

11

Sacrificed@ 6 wk post-Tp

8

- HI only (all sacrificed @ 4 wk post HI)

16

Treatment II

8

Treatment III

8
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Figure 3. Low-power photomicrograph showing relatively mild cerebral cortical
ischemic degeneration (arrows) from an animal that sustained occlusion of the right
common carotid artery followed by 8% 02 for 2 hours at 28-29° C (treatment II).
Nissl stain. Scale bar

=

1000 u.
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Figure 4. A and B. Low-power photomicrographs showing a decrease in acetyl
cholinesterase-positive fibers in the hippocampal CAI region (arrows) after occlusion
of the right common carotid artery followed by 8% 02 for 2 hours at 28-29°C
(treatment II). Atrophy of the right medial habenular nucleus (MHB) is also seen in A
Higher power sections show the decrease in staining and compactness of the CAI
region on the ischemic side (D) as compared to the normal side (C). Photographs are
taken from the region corresponding to the arrows in B. Nissl stain: A, C and D.
Acetyl cholinesterase stain: D. Scale bars: A and B

=

1000 u; C and D

=

100 u.
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In light of the relatively mild ischemic changes found in our initial groups of
animals sustaining treatment II, subsequent animals were treated to a more severe
ischemic challenge by partially submerging the hypoxia chamber in 45°C water bath
for 2 - 2.5 hours (treatment III). At sacrifice, gross observations commonly showed a
generalized atrophy and shrinkage of the right hemisphere in these animals (Fig. 5).
Histological examination revealed a variable lesions ranging from mild neuronal
involvement to severe infarction (Fig. 6, 7, 8). Score assessment of the damage in
control animals sustaining treatment ill (n=8) is presented in (Table 3). Infarction
(grade 3 *) was noted in the CA field of the dorsal hippocampus in five animals ( 62 %),
anterior and posterior cortex and CPu equally in three animals (38%), dentate gyms in
one animal (13%), and no infarction was seen in the thalamus. Also moderate to
severe ventricular dilatation was seen in three animals (38%), whereas five animals
(62%) showed mild or no ventricular dilatation.
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Figure 5. Gross view of a brain from an animal that sustained a right common carotid
artery occlusion followed by 8% 02 for 2 hours at 32-33°C (treatment ID). Animal
was sacrificed at four weeks post-transplantation. Pronounced shrinkage of the right
hemisphere is seen. A fetal neocortical transplant that was placed seven days after the
hypoxia-ischemia treatment can also be observed (arrows).
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Figure 6. A-B. Low-power photomicrographs of an animal that sustained HI only
according to treatment ill, showing mild cortical degeneration and no infarction in
either the anterior level (A), or the posterior level (B). C. high-power of B showing in
milder form the columnar pattern of cortical lesion observed in animals sustaining
treatment III. Nissl stain. scale bars: A and B = 1000 u; C = 500 u.
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Figure 7. A. Low-power photomicrograph in an animal (from the same litter as animal
presented in Fig. 8) that sustained HI only according to treatment ill, showing
moderate cortical degeneration and infarction. B. more rostral view of the same animal
showing the cortical infarction and the severe ipsilateral dilatation of the lateral
ventricular compared with the contralateral side. Nissl stain. scale bar = 1000 u.
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Figure 8. Low-power photomicrograph of an animal that sustained treatment ID,
showing severe hemispheric infarction involving the cortex, hippocampus, and the
brain stem at the posterior level. Nissl stain. scale bar

=

1000 u.
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Table 2.-- Distribution and extend of damage in animals sustaining HI according to
treatment II. N=8
Ant. ctx

Post. ctx

CPu

Thalamus

CA field

Dentate g.

V.dil

3*

0

0

0

0

0

0

NIA

2-3

0

1 (13%)

1 (13%)

0

0

0

0

0-1

8 (100%)

7 (87%)

7 (87%)

8 (100%)

8 (100%)

8 (100%)

8 (100%)

Grade of
damage

Note: Data shows number of animals and % of total.
- Neuronal damage were graded 0-1 = no or mild involvement, 2-3 = moderate or severe involvement,
and 3* if there is infarction.
- Lateral ventricular dilatation was graded 0-1 = no or mild V.dil, 2-3 = moderate or severe
V.dilatation.
- NIA i.e., no infarction was graded in the lateral ventricle.

Table 3.-- Distribution and extend of damage in animals sustaining HI according to
treatment III. N=8
Grade of
damage

Ant. ctx

Post. ctx

CPu

Thalamus

CA field

Dentate g.

V.dil

3*

3 (38%)

3 (38%)

3 (38%)

0

5 (62%)

1 (13%)

NIA

2-3

2 (24%)

3 (38%)

2 (24%)

3 (38%)

1 (13%)

5 (62%)

3 (38%)

0-1

3 (38%)

2 (24%)

3 (38%)

5 (62%)

2 (24%)

2 (25%)

5 (62%)

Note:

Same data report and grading system as in table 2.
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The more typical ischemic damage seen microscopically in animals receiving
treatment III is presented in (Fig. 9A, B) . The extensive cerebral cortical atrophy is
indicated by marked decrease in cortical thickness seen on the side ipsilateral to the
CCA occlusion. This atrophy involved the frontal, parietal, temporal and occipital
areas of the dorsolateral convexity, showing a progressive rostra-caudal increase in
severity (Figs 10 A-G) and confirming the primary involvement of the MCA territory
in this model. Neuronal loss, which typically extended across lamine 2-6, often
showed a columnar patterns, with spared neurons found in association with blood
vessels (Fig. 9A). The columnar sparing of neurons was often more apparent in rostral
cortical areas where ischemia was generally less severe. An increased density of
AChE-positive fibers was found in association with the spared neuronal columns (Fig.
9B ), and this is clearly distinguished from the more uniform AChE staining patterns
found in the host cortex of the opposite hemisphere (Fig. 9C).

Animals with

extensive ischemic neocortical lesions also demonstrated severe dorsal hippocampal
atrophy affecting all CA fields and the dentate gyms (Fig. 10 C-F) with infarction in
62% and 13% of animals respectively. Corresponding to the hippocampal neuronal
loss, AChE-positive fibers showed an increase density of projections to the remaining
neurons, particularly in the dorsal blade of the dentate gyms (figs. 11 C, D and 11 ).
The ventral hippocampus appeared to be unaffected except for distortions caused by
the overall hemispheric shrinkage (Fig. 1OG).
Pronounced atrophy of the caudate-putamen was also evident (Fig. 1OA).
Additionally, neuronal loss was especially marked in several thalamic nuclei including
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anterodorsal (AD), anteroventral (AV), reticular (RT), parataenial (PT), ventrolateral
(VL), ventral posterolateral (VPL) and ventral posteromedial (VPM) nuclei (Figs 9 and
10). prominent degeneration showing an obvious glial reaction was found in the
dorsolateral geniculate (DLG) and the lateral posterior (LP) thalamic nuclei (figs 9 F
and 10 C,D).
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Figure 9. A. Photomicrograph from ischemic cortex demonstrating the typically
observed columnar sparing of neurons (arrows) that are found near blood vessels seen
in longitudinal section in this figure. B. Histological section adjacent to A shows
patches of cholinesterase-positive axons (arrows) seen in proximity to blood vessels
(asterisks). The commonly observed patchy distribution of cholinesterase-positive
axons in ischemic cortex differs from patterns observed in the opposite normal cortex
as seen in C. Nissl stain: A; Acetyl cholinesterase stain: B and C. Scale bars: A and C
= 500 u; B = 200 u.
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Figure 10. Rostral to caudal (A-G) series of cross-sections from an animal that
sustained a right common carotid artery occlusion followed by 8% 02 for 2 hours at
32-33°C (treatment ill). This animal also received a fetal neocortical transplant (dashed
lines) at one week after hypoxia-ischemia. Marked neuronal cell loss and cortical
atrophy is seen on the right side especially in the parietal and occipital cortical areas
(D-G). Prominent atrophy of the hippocampus, caudate-putamen, medial habenula and
several thalamic nuclei is also seen. Apparent, dark staining glial reactivity is seen in
the lateral posterior and dorsolateral geniculate nuclei (E,F). Abbreviations: AD,
anterodorsal nucleus; AM, anteromedial n. ; AV, antero ventral n. ; CP, caudateputamen; DLG, dorsolateral geniculate n.; fr, fasciculus retroflexus; GP, globus
pallidus; H, hippocampus; IC, internal capsule; LP, lateral posterior n.; MD,
mediodorsal n.; MHb, medial habenula n. ; pc, posterior commissure; PF, parafascicular
n.; Po, posterior n.; PT, parataenial n. ; R, red n., RT, reticular n .; SC, superior
colliculus; sm, stria medullaris; VL, ventrolateral n.; VPM, ventral posteromedial n .;
VPL, ventral posterolateral n.; ZI, zona incerta. Nissl stain. Scale bars

=

1500 u.
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Figure 11. Rostral to caudal (A-D) cross-sections from the animal presented in Fig. 10.
Photographs are from sections adjacent to figs. 10 B-E. These acetyl cholinesterase
stained sections are especially suited to demonstrate thalamic atrophy. Abbreviations: f,
fornix; all others are presented in fig. 10. Scale bars = 1000 u.
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Figure 12. Numerous, dark-staining cholinesterase positive neurons seen within the
transplant and the host brain near the host-transplant interface (dashed) line. These
cells are also demonstrated in Fig. 15B and Fig. 16. An increase in cholinesterase
positive axons is seen in the atrophied hippocampal dentate gyms (arrows). Acetyl
cholinesterase stain. Scale bar = 500 u.
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Grafts Survival and Morphology

All but one of the 27 animals receiving grafts survived the transplantation
procedure, and transplants were identified histologically as well developed (size 2-3) in
16 animals (62%), or poorly developed (size 1) in 5 animals (19%) . The remaining 5
animals showed no evidence of a graft. With Nissl stain, clearly identified transplants
demonstrated the characteristic bands of cells and fibrous septa (Fig. 13) that have
been described in several previous studies of neocortical transplants (Castro et al.,
1985, 1988, 1989). The grafts were typically located within or adjacent to cortical
areas demonstrating ischemic damage of the parieto-frontal cortex (Fig lOB), although
three grafts were located superficial to the host cortex (2 well developed grafts in the
midsagittal area, and one poorly developed graft in the right frontal cortex) and one
well developed graft extended into the lateral ventricle.
Surviving grafts did not show the laminated pattern that was observed by
Chang (Chang, 1986) in case of cortical transplantation into cavity lesions in newborn
rats. They appeared as a collection of condensed neurons that can be easily
differentiated from surrounding host tissue. However, crossing axons were seen in the
periphery of the grafts. Grafts were found in animals demonstrating moderate ischemic
lesions (Fig. 5, 10) as well as in animals that showed extensive infarcts (Fig. 14A).
AChE-positive fibers were observed within most grafts including those placed
in animals with extensive infarct lesions (Fig. l 4B ). These fibers were sparse or absent
in the small superficial grafts (Fig. 15A, B), but they showed an extensive distribution
in grafts located within the host cortex (Fig. 16) or the lateral ventricle (Fig. 15C).
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Their presence in such grafts and the absence of AChE fibers in superficial grafts
indicates that these fibers were derived from the host CNS and were not intrinsic to
the transplants. A marked increase in AChE-positive neuronal soma was found
consistently in the host tissue adjacent to the transplants (Figs. 12, 15B and 16). AChE
reactive cells were also often found within the transplants, particularly near the
transplant-host interface (Fig. 12).
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Figure 13. Photomicrograph of a transplant showing the characteristic whorls of cells
and white matter septae (asterisks). Nissl stain. scale bar= 200 u.
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Figure 14. Transplant (asterisk) surviving in an animal that demonstrated a large
infarct. B. Higher power of the same transplant showing cholinesterase positive axons,
seen as irregular dark fibers, within the graft. Nissl stain: A; Acetyl cholinesterase
stain: B. Scale bars: A = 2500 u; B = 200 u.
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Figure 15. A Photomicrograph showing a fragment of a cortical graft located
superficially (large asterisk) and another fragment growing within the lateral ventricle
(small asterisk). B. A higher power of the host-transplant interface (dashed line) of the
superficial transplant seen in A shows a dense network of cholinesterase positive axons
within the host cortex but few fibers are found within the graft. Numerous darkstaining cholinesterase positive neurons are seen in the host cortex near the transplant.
C. In contrast to the superficially located transplant, dense cholinesterase fibers are
seen within the graft located in the lateral ventricle. LV, lateral ventricle. Nissl stain:
A; acetyl cholinesterase stain: B and C. Scale bars: A = 1000 u; B = 200 u; C = 300
u.
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Figure 16. Dense network of cholinesterase-positive fibers found within a neuronal
graft (between the dashed lines) located within the host cerebral cortex. Acetyl
cholinesterase stain. Scale bar

=

200 u.
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Brain Damage in Transplanted Animals
The damage assessment scores of animals that underwent transplantation are
presented for animals with good Tp (Table 4) and for animals with poor/no Tp (Table
5). As shown the pattern of damage in terms of its distribution or extent is similar in
the two groups and the statistical analysis (see Appendix B) revealed no significant
difference between these two groups and the control animals sustaining HI only in
various structures examined . The absolute morphometric measurements of the cross
sectional area of the anterior and posterior cortices, CPu, and brain stem including the
thalamus, the length of the CA fields and the dentate gyms, expressed as a ratio
percent are presented in (Appendix A, C) for animals with poor/no Tp (n = 10), good
Tp (n =16), and control receiving HI only (n = 8). Also shown the mean ratio and
(Standard deviation) for each group. The statistical analysis between the three groups
which also revealed no significant difference is shown in (Appendix B ).
In studying the animals by age at sacrifice regardless of Tp size, the

morphometric ratio measures for animals sacrificed at 2, 3-4. and 6 weeks post Tp,
and comparing them to the control animals sacrificed at 4 weeks post HI insult are
presented in (Appendix A, C). Using the damage assessment scoring system the extend
of brain damage in animals receiving Tp seem to shift from moderate to severe (grade
2-3) at 2 weeks to no or mild (grade 0-1) at 6 weeks post transplantation (Figures 1719) compared to animals sustaining HI only (Figure 20). However, statistical analysis
revealed no significant difference between the three groups and control animals using
either the ratio measures or the scoring system (Appendix B ).
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Table 4.-- Distribution and extent of damage in animals with good Tp (size 2-3). N=l6
Grade of
damage

Ant. ctx

Post. ctx

CPu

Thalamus

CA field

Dentate g.

V. dil

3*

2 (13%)

7 (44%)

2 (13%)

1 (6%)

8 (50%)

5 (31%)

NIA

2-3

9 (56%)

5 (31%)

10 (62%)

6 (38%)

8 (50%)

10 (62%)

4 (25%)

0-1

5 (31%)

4 (25%)

4 (25%)

9 (56%)

0

1 (6%)

12 (75%)

Note: Data shows number of animals and % of total.
- Neuronal damage were graded 0-1 = no or mild involvement, 2-3 = moderate or severe involvement,
and 3* if there is infarction.
- Lateral ventricular dilatation was graded 0-1 =no or mild V.dil, 2-3 =moderate or severe
V.dilatation.
- NIA i.e., no infarction was graded in the lateral ventricle.

Table 5.-- Distribution and extent of damage in animals with poor/no Tp ( size 0-1).
N=lO
Grade of
damage

Ant. ctx

Post. ctx

CPu

Thalamus

CA field

Dentate g.

V. dil

3*

2 (20%)

3 (30%)

2 (20%)

1 (10%)

3 (30%)

1 (10%)

NIA

2-3

4 (40%)

5 (50%)

7 (70%)

2 (20%)

7 (70%)

6 (60%)

4 (40%)

0-1

4 (40%)

2 (20%)

1 (10%)

7 (70%)

0

3 (30%)

6 (60%)

Note: Same data report and grading system as in table 6
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Figures 17, 18, 19, 20. Bar graphs showing the distribution and extend of neuronal
degeneration using the semi-quantitative scoring system, in transplanted animals
regardless of transplant size and sacrificed at 2, 3-4, 6 weeks after transplantation, figs
17, 18, 19 respectively, and for control animals with treatment III HI only fig. 20.
Neuronal degeneration were graded as described before; 0 or 1= no or mild neuronal
involvement, 2 or 3= moderate or severe degeneration, and 3* if there is infarction.
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Figure 17. Distribution and extend of neuronal degeneration 2 wks post-transplantation.
(N=7)
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Figure 18. Distribution and extend of neuronal degeneration 3-4 wks post-transplantation.
(N=ll)
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Figure 19. Distribution and extend of neuronal degeneration 6 wks post-transplantation.
(N=8)
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Figure 20. Distribution and extend of neuronal degeneration m control animals with
treatment III HI only, no transplant attempted. (N=8)
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The above data show that, there were no difference in the distribution and the
degree of brain damage in animals without and with transplant regardless of the size or
how developed the Tp is. In addition, post transplant survival period had no
significant influence on the degree or distribution of brain injury.
A plot of all assessed scores and the corresponding ratio measures for the six
structures examined in all surviving animals (n = 34) [excluding animals with HI
according to treatment II (n=8) as they all had mild damage] was done in order to
compare the subjective semiquantitative scoring system with the morphometric
measurements (Figure 21 ). As shown the mean ratio of any score was significantly
different from the other means (ANOVAI, P < 0.0001). In addition a good overall
negative correlation was noted between the score and the ratio ( r = -0. 78, P <
0.0001), i.e., the lower the score the higher the ratio (indicating minimal or no
damage), and the higher the score the lower the ratio (indicating severe damage). See
Appendix C for details.
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Figure 21. Plots of the subjective semiquantitative scores for various structures
assessed (N=6), and the corresponding ratio measures for all animals surviving HI
according to treatment III with and without transplantation (N=34), i.e., there are 204
data points representing percent ratios ( 6 x 34 = 204 ). Arrows indicate the mean ratio
of each subjective score and the standard deviation (SD).

**Using ANOVAI and follow up with fisher exact t-test, there was a significant
difference between the mean (arrows) of all scores. In addition a negative correlation
between the scores and the ratio was found, r=-0. 78.
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CHAPTER VI
DISCUSSION

Hvooxic-Ischemic Injury
Variations of the perinatal hypoxia-ischemia model described by Rice (Rice
et al., 1981), have been used in several recent experiments (Andine et al., 1988; Barks
et al., 1991; Burke et al., 1991; Chumas et al., 1993; Ford et al., 1989; Hattori et al.,
1990; McDonald et al., 1987, 1991; Mujsce et al., 1990a, 1990b; Palmer et al., 1990;
Towfighi et al., 1991). These studies invariably involved unilateral occlusion of the
common carotid artery in 6-10 day old rats (although reference to the day of birth as
being 0 or 1 is often not indicated) followed typically by a 2-4 hr recovery period
before exposure to an hypoxic environment for 2-3 hrs. The hypoxia is usually
achieved by placing the animals in a closed vessel that contains 8% oxygen and which
is partially submerged in a 37°C water bath. In our initial attempts at duplicating these
procedures, we found that exposing seven day old rats to 8% oxygen for 1 hr with a
temperature in the hypoxic vessel maintained at 37°C caused a 100% mortality in two
litters (n=l4). We subsequently found that partial submersion of the hypoxia vessel in
a 37°C water bath, resulting in a 28-29°C vessel temperature, led to mild damage and
survival rates of 73 %. In related work involving unilateral common carotid artery
occlusion in neonatal rats followed by exposure to a hypobaric chamber partially
81
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submerged in a water bath maintained at 38°C, the mean axillary temperature of the
rats was 34.5°C (Ikonomidou et al., 1989a, 1989b). Based on our observations, this
temperature is presumed to lie intermediate to the hypoxic chamber and the water bath
temperatures. The mild brain damage observed in HI insult according to treatment II
(Table 2) in which animals were exposed to a lower temperature than treatment III
(28-29°C versus 32-33°C), confirms the report of the protective effect of hypothermia
in animals sustaining HI insult (Dietrich, 1992; McDonald et al., 1991).
In order to obtain a more significant neuronal damage, we exposed newborn
rats to a more severe insult by increasing water bath temperature to 45°C, which
resulted in a vessel temperature of 32-33°C for 2-2.5 hrs. This treatment (III), which is
a modification of the original model, resulted in a more severe identifiable brain
damage in most animals. The survival rate of (63%) until sacrificed (up to 8 weeks
after insult), compared with the varying degree of brain damage in 92% of animals and
survival rate of 79% (all sacrificed at 48 hours after insult), in the original model.
The observed pattern of brain damage obtained by this modification was
closely similar to previous work (Rice et al., 1981 ). In addition, we noted atrophy of
the medial habenular nucleus and severe dorsal hippocampal involvement affecting all
CA fields including the CA2 which was consistently preserved in the original model.
dorsal hippocampal with infarction was noted in 62% of animals, while the ventral
hippocampus showed no or mild involvement. The dentate gyros was involved in over
75% of our animals with infarction in 13%. No infarction of the thalamus was seen,
and we also noted ventricular dilatation of moderate to severe magnitude in 38% of
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animals. The difference in survival rate and the distribution of damage between our
animals and the original model may be attributed to the higher temperature of our
hypoxia chamber, genetic susceptibility as we have used Long-Evans, black-hooded
rats versus Sprague-Dawley used originally.
The subsequent brain damage observed in animals sustaining treatment
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showed considerable variation even between litter mate pups (Figures 6, 7). This is in
agreement with reports in human newborn (Volpe, 1987) as well as experimental
animals (Duverger, 1988). Factors which may contribute to this variation include:
individual susceptibility, variation in the core temperature of individual pups, arterial
blood pressure and intracranial perfusion pressure, and glucose homeostasis. Individual
core temperature was not measured in our litters but was assumed to be within a
narrow range in each litter placed in the hypoxia vessel. However, temperature
variation between rats at different areas of the chamber because of their proximity or
famess to the water bath, could predispose animals with higher core temperature to a
more sever damage than those with lower core temperature (Dietrich, 1992). Arterial
blood pressure and intracranial perfusion pressure, which is the product of mean
arterial systemic blood pressure minus the intracranial pressure, can aggravate the
induced damage by producing further ischemia in case of low perfusion pressure, or
hemorrhage in case of high perfusion pressure (Yannucci et al., 1990; Volpe, 1987).
Glucose homeostasis before, during, or after the HI insult has been shown to have a
detrimental effect on the degree and extent of brain damage (Duffy et al., 1982;
Hattori et al., 1990; Yannucci et al., 1989). In our experiment rat blood glucose was
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not measured or monitored, but this could vary among individual pups. In addition
another variable concerns the volume of the hypoxia chamber. In the present
experiment, litters of varying numbers (8-14) pups were placed in hypoxia vessels with
4500 ml capacity, resulting in a variable volume for every pup; this differs slightly
from the original model where 2- 3 pups were placed in a 500 ml chamber. All these
detailed factors discussed above were not addressed or monitored in the original
model. In addition individual variability was also noted by Rice (Rice et al., 1981).
The base line variability in the degree of brain damage among individual rats; may
have masked any effect of grafts on rescuing surrounding brain structures. Previous
work demonstrated a transplant mediated amelioration of thalamic atrophy induced by
well defined aspiration lesions made in newborn rats (Sharp et al., 1986; Sorensen et
al., 1989).

Survival and Morphology of Cortical Grafts
Well developed grafts were observed in 16 animals sustaining hypoxia
according to treatment III, giving a survival rate of 62%, and, if poorly developed
transplants were counted, the observed survival would be over 80%. This corresponds
to the transplant survival rate (75%) reported using block grafts in adult rats with
ischemic brain damage after MCA occlusion (Mampalan et al., 1988) and newborn rats
with cavity lesions (Sorensen et al., 1992) 75% and 73% respectively, but less than the
100% survival reported using cell suspension grafts in adult rats with ischemic brain
damage (Grabowski et al., 1992). Obviously multiple injection of cell suspension graft
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had a better smvival than the single injection of block grafts.
Our observed transplant survival rate in the hypoxic-ischemic environment with
its associated correlates of brain edema, lymphocytic infiltration, delayed neuronal
loss, and decreased CBF with subsequent decrease of blood supply to the grafts, that
corresponded to other reports of transplantation into different newborn or adult hosts,
indicates that ID does not seem to have a major negative influence on graft survival.
This was clearly demonstrated when we observed well developed Tp surviving and
exchanging axons in hosts with severe brain damage and infarction of almost the
whole ipsilateral hemisphere (Figure l 4A). These results are contrary to findings in
adult rats with MCA occlusion (Mampalan et al., 1988) where poor transplant survival
was noted in animals with large infarction.
The survival of grafts implanted at seven days after the ID insult concurs with
previous reports using adult rats; the seven day post ischemia interval falls within the
described optimal post-lesion window of 2-14 days (Grabowski et al., 1992; Mampalan
et al., 1988; Nieto-Sampedro et al., 1983; Soares et al., 1991). In preliminary work
not included in this report, grafts placed at two days after ID appears to show less
survival while grafting at 14 days showed almost similar survival rates to grafting at
seven days after injury. Possible explanation for reduced graft survival with short post
ID intervals could be attributed to an increased level of neurotoxic substances released
at the site of injury which are maximum in the first five days after injury (NietoSampedro et al., 1983). Also, neurotrophic factors may have been insufficient at two
days in that such factors were shown to reach maximal levels at the site of lesion six
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days after the injury in adult rats (Nieto-Sampedro et al., 1982). Additionally, longer
survival may be necessary for collateral circulation to develop and become effective in
providing adequate blood supply to the graft.
Fetal donor tissues used in the present study were obtained from the
presumptive sensorimotor cortex and implanted into the fronto-parietal cortex of the
host, i.e., homotopic grafts, and such grafts have been shown previously to make
connections with the host brain and become electrophysiologically functional (Castro
et al., 1985, 1987, 1988, 1989; Neafsey et al., 1989). Presumably, the surviving grafts
observed in our HI recipients developed similar connection, but this was not examined.
The morphologic appearance of the grafts corresponded to previous reports
(Castro et al., 1987, 1988, 1989; Sorensen et al., 1989) in showing characteristic
whorls and bands of cells separated by fibrous septae, which were commonly quite
prominent, and stood in clear distinction from the surrounding host tissue. Although a
normal cortical lamination in both homotopic and heterotopic cortical grafts obtained
from E-15 donor and placed into newborn rat cortex with aspiration lesion has been
reported in one study (Chang et al., 1986), the absence of normal lamination in our
grafts concurs with multiple reports involving the placement of grafts in newborn rats
with aspiration lesion (Castro et al., 1987, 1988, 1989, 1991) or adult rats with brain
damage induced by MCA occlusion (Grabowski et al., 1992; Mampalan et al., 1988).
The size of the transplant did not vary according to the post transplantation
survival period, or the degree of HI damage, nor did size appear to correlate with
transplant location or proximity to structures such as the ventricular ependyma or pial
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membrane. These findings suggest that other factors such as trophic effect, blood
supply, host age, or other undetermined factors play more important roles in newborn
host. In addition, the observation that graft survival or size did not vary over the six
week period from the time of transplantation indicates that graft survival is determined
in the early post transplantation period (as early as 2 weeks).

AChE Histochemistry

AChE positive fibers were seen consistently crossing the graft-host interface in
the majority of animals with good or with poor Tp which provided evidence of
transplant-host connectivity. The presence of AChE-positive fibers in most grafts
located within the host cortex or lateral ventricle and their absence in superficial grafts
(Figure 15A, B) indicated that these fibers were derived from the host CNS and were
not intrinsic to the transplant. In addition, the decreased density of AChE fibers on the
side of grafts adjacent to the area of HI cortical damage (Figure 16) suggests that the
damaged cortex was less able to promote the growth of axons into the transplants. The
extrinsic source of AChE fibers observed in our animals are in agreement with
previous studies demonstrating that cholinergic afferents grow into homotopic
neocortical grafts placed into cortical aspiration cavities or excitotoxic lesions in both
neonatal and adults animals (Castro et al., 1988, 1989; Hohmann et al., 1988; Sorensen
et al., 1990). Although the origin of these fibers was not established in our study,
previous work suggested that they originate from the host basal forebrain (Castro et
al., 1988).
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The presence of cholinesterase reactive cells within the transplants corresponds
to findings involving the placement of fetal cortical transplants into adult rats with
brain infarction (Mampalan et al., 1988). However, contrary to this previous report, we
consistently observed even higher concentration of cholinesterase positive cells within
the host brain near the host-transplant interface. As discussed previously (Mampalan et
al., 1988), the presence of reactive cholinesterase cells within the graft could reflect
altered expression of the AChE enzyme in transplanted neurons, which could occur in
several ways: 1) the transient increase in expression of AChE that occurs during
normal development of thalamic and cortical pathways may persist in transplants; 2)
transplanted neurons may synthesize more AChE enzyme in the presence of host
trophic factors, and 3) transplantation could induce the AChE enzyme in normally
AChE-negative neurons. The cause of increased concentration of reactive cells in the
host brain near the host-transplant interface in our experiment is unclear, but could
reflect a positive trophic effect exerted by the graft on this newborn host and a
transient phase where host brain is in the process of extending axonal connections to
the graft.

Neuroprotective Effects

A graft mediated amelioration of the atrophic thalamic nuclei has been reported
after cortical transplantation into newborn animals that sustained traumatic aspiration
lesions (Sharp et al., 1986; Sorensen et al., 1989). Although our findings showed an
apparent trend toward less severe damage with increased post transplantation survival,
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no statistically significant neuroprotective effects exerted by the grafts on host brain
structures was found. Possibly, the variability of brain damage observed among
individual rats precluded the possibility of observing graft mediated rescue of host
brain areas damaged by HI. Further study of the possible neuroprotective effect of
transplants in HI animals requires the development of a more consistent lesion model.

CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY

Conclusions
1.

Unilateral common carotid artery occlusion followed by exposure to 8%
oxygen at postnatal day seven causes variable brain damage similar to reports
concerning human newborns that sustain hypoxic-ischemic insult.

2.

A good negative correlation was found between the subjective semi-quantitative
damage assessment scoring system and the more objective absolute ratio
measures in the areas demonstrating neuronal damage. These two scoring
systems used separate or in combination are useful and accurate tool in
assessing and quantitating brain damage.

3.

Fetal neocortical block grafts survive transplantation into neonatal rats that
sustained hypoxic-ischemic insult. The survival and overall graft development
was not dependent on the degree of ischemia and subsequent brain damage in
recipient host.

4.

Grafts are able to form connections with host brain as evidenced by
acetylcholinesterase AChE positive fibers observed crossing the host-graft
interface. While the descriptive details of these connections were not studied
in this experiment, the origin of these fibers appears to be similar to previous
90
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transplant studies showing such inputs to arise from within the host CNS.
5.

There was no significant correlation between the survival, size, and integration
of transplant noted with post-transplantation survival period. However,
transplant survival seems to be more favorable when grafted at 7 days in
comparison to 2 days after Ill insult.

6.

The potential neuroprotective effects of transplants on neurons threatened by
hypoxic-ischemic insult was not observed using semi-quantitative assessment or
morphometric measures. We speculate that this is due to the wide range of
variability in damage produced by Ill among individual animals.

Summary

The present fmdings demonstrate that fetal neocortical grafts can survive in the
Ill treated newborn rat. However, the clinical application of this technique at the
present time remains a rather remote treatment strategy for brain damage after
perinatal Ill, but further animal studies may uncover information leading to clinical
applications not involving neuronal grafting. For example, since thalamic rescue has
been demonstrated following the immediate grafting into cortical aspiration lesions in
newborn rats, a similar response may also be observed using the Ill lesion model. The
ability of delayed grafts to reduce secondary neuronal degeneration would demonstrate
that such neurons are responsive to delayed treatment. While related studies, albeit
using adult animals, demonstrated that cell loss occurred rapidly after cortical
aspiration lesions, thalamic cell death was more protracted beginning 14 days after
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excitotoxic-induced lesions (Ross et al., 1990). This is likely related to the sparing of
unmyelinated axons within the area of excitotoxic injury (Erselius et al., 1991). In
light of considerable evidence indicating that excitotoxic accumulation plays a pivotal
role in HI induced cell death (Barks et al., 1991 ), we speculate that axonal sparing will
prolong thalamic cell survival as compared to axotomizing aspiration lesion.
Accordingly, cortical grafts placed one week after HI insult may still be within the
temporal window where thalamic neurons may form connections with the transplants
and thus be rescued. This determination is considered especially important to future
work directed toward the development of therapeutic strategies to reduce secondary
neuronal degeneration.
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APPENDIX A

Table 6.--Detailed morphometric ratio in various structures assessed of individual
animals in the control group with ID only (treatment III). N=8
Ant.ctx

Post.ctx

CPu

B.stem

CA field

Dentate g

V. dil

936A

89%

90%

84%

86%

87%

81%

0

936B

73%

80%

51%

84%

58%

50%

0

936C

84%

84%

77%

95%

61%

53%

0

937A

56%

24%

48%

40%

0%

0%

2

935B

71%

77%

68%

74%

44%

71%

0

815G

55%

42%

46%

64%

36%

33%

2

815H

95%

104%

98%

101%

102%

107%

0

8151

69%

49%

57%

70%

64%

63%

3

Mean
(SD)

74.0
(15)

68.8
(27)

66.1
(19)

76.8
(20)

56.5
(31)

57.3
(32)

Animal

Note: - Ratio shown is of ipsilateral /contralateral side (Rt /Lt) expressed as a percent. Also shown the
mean (SD) of ratios for each structure assessed.
- Ventricular dilatation was assessed on the ipsilateral side relative to the contralateral one and scored
as follows; 0 = no dilatation, 1 = mild, 2 = moderate, and 3 for severe dilatation.
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Table 7.--Detailed morphometric ratio in various structures assessed of individual
animals in the group with poor/no transplant. N= 10

v

Ant
ctx

Post
ctx

cPu

B
stem

CA
field

Dent
gyrus

dil

Tp
size

Tp
location

797A

62%

32%

61%

60%

34%

44%

2

1

Rfc sprf

797B

71%

74%

58%

91%

35%

53%

2

1

Rfc

797G

78%

82%

67%

94%

82%

97%

0

0

NA

797H

73%

81%

51%

84%

34%

53%

1

1

Rfc

811E

57%

74%

0%

94%

72%

59%

1

0

NA

811F

79%

76%

65%

87%

38%

43%

0

1

Rfc

811G

95%

92%

88%

99%

72%

91%

0

1

Rfc

936F

78%

91%

58%

84%

83%

73%

0

0

NA

935A

57%

33%

58%

41%

23%

21%

2

0

NA

937B

35%

26%

22%

55%

11%

0%

3

0

NA

Mean
(SD)

68.5
(17)

66.l
(26)

52.8
(25)

78.9
(20)

48.4
(26)

53.4
(30)

Animal

Note: - Ratio measures, mean (SD), and ventricular dilatation were assessed as described in Table 8.
- Transplant (Tp) size was assessed as follows; no Tp seen= 0, poor developed small size= 1, well
developed moderate size = 2, and well developed large Tp is 3.
- Transplant location was assessed as described in the Table.
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Table 8.--Detailed morphometric ratio in various structures assessed of individual
animals in the group with good transplant. N=l6
Ant
ctx

Post
ctx

cPu

B
stem

CA
field

Dent
gyrus

dil

Tp
size

Tp
location

797C

51%

38%

46%

58%

16%

41%

1

2

mid saggital

797D

63%

80%

47%

75%

42%

63%

1

3

mid saggital

797E

76%

80%

76%

82%

42%

55%

0

3

Rfc

797F

54%

47%

44%

61%

47%

54%

3

2

Rfc

7971

60%

63%

38%

69%

47%

60%

0

3

Rfc

797J

114%

114%

99%

89%

62%

69%

3

3

lateral V

797K

74%

78%

66%

73%

30%

40%

1

3

Rfc

811A

60%

65%

48%

76%

52%

70%

0

2

Rfc

811B

62%

66%

57%

83%

0%

0%

1

3

Rfc

811C

39%

19%

15%

33%

0%

0%

3

3

Rfc

811D

78%

87%

70%

85%

60%

55%

0

3

Rfc

811H

90%

97%

79%

98%

64%

73%

0

3

Rfc

8111

91%

90%

97%

88%

89%

79%

0

2

Rfc

811J

56%

64%

40%

67%

19%

22%

1

3

Rfc anterior

936D

57%

37%

45%

49%

72%

48%

2

3

Rfc

936E

86%

85%

83%

81%

40%

29%

0

2

Rfc

Mean
(SD)

69.4
(20)

69.6
(25)

59.4
(23)

72.9
(17)

42.6
(25)

47.4
(24)

Animal

v

Note: -Measures, mean (SD), and ventricular dilatation were assessed as described in Table 8.
- Transplant (Tp) size and location were assessed as described in Table 9.
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Table 9.--Detailed morphometric ratio in various structures assessed of individual
animals in the group sacrificed 2 weeks post-transplantation. N=7
Ant
ctx

Post
ctx

cPu

B
stem

CA
field

Dent
gyrus

dil

Tp
size

Tp
location

797A

62%

32%

61%

60%

34%

44%

2

1

Rfc sprf

797B

71%

74%

58%

91%

35%

53%

2

1

Rfc

797C

51%

38%

46%

58%

16%

41%

1

2

mid saggital

797D

76%

80%

47%

75%

42%

63%

1

3

mid saggital

797E

76%

80%

76%

82%

42%

55%

0

3

Rfc

797F

54%

47%

44%

61%

47%

54%

3

2

Rfc

797G

78%

82%

67%

94%

82%

97%

0

0

NA

Mean
(SD)

66.9
(11)

61.9
(22)

57
(12)

74.4
(15)

42.6
(20)

58.1
(19)

Animal

v

Note: - Ratio measures, mean (SD), and ventricular dilatation were assessed as described in Table 8.
- Transplant (Tp) size and location were assessed as described in Table 9.
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Table 10.--Detailed morphometric ratio in various structures assessed of individual
animals in the group sacrificed 3-4 weeks post-transplantation. N=ll

v

Ant
ctx

Post
ctx

cPu

B
stem

CA
field

Dent
gyms

dil

Tp
size

Tp
location

797H

73%

81%

51%

84%

34%

53%

1

1

Rfc

7971

60%

63%

38%

69%

47%

60%

0

3

Rfc

797J

114%

114%

99%

89%

62%

69%

3

3

lateral V

797K

74%

78%

66%

73%

30%

40%

1

3

Rfc

811A

60%

65%

48%

76%

52%

70%

0

2

Rfc

811B

62%

66%

57%

83%

0%

0%

1

3

Rfc

936D

57%

37%

45%

49%

72%

48%

2

3

Rfc

936E

86%

85%

83%

81%

40%

29%

0

2

Rfc

936F

78%

91%

58%

84%

83%

73%

0

0

NA

935A

57%

33%

58%

41%

23%

21%

2

0

NA

937B

35%

26%

22%

55%

11%

0%

3

0

NA

Mean
(SD)

68.7
(20)

67.2
(27)

56.8
(21)

71.3(
16)

41.3
(25)

42.l
(27)

Animal

Note: - Ratio measures, mean (SD), and ventricular dilatation were assessed as described in Table 8.
- Transplant (Tp) size and location were assessed as described in Table 9.
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Table 11.--Detailed morphometric ratio in various structures assessed of individual
animals in the group sacrificed 6 weeks post-transplantation. N=8

v

Ant
ctx

Post
ctx

CPu

stem

CA
field

Dent
gyrus

dil

Tp
size

Tp
location

811C

39%

19%

15%

33%

0%

0%

3

3

Rfc

811D

78%

87%

70%

85%

60%

55%

0

3

Rfc

811E

57%

74%

0%

94%

72%

59%

1

0

NA

811F

79%

76%

65%

87%

38%

43%

0

1

Rfc

811G

95%

92%

88%

99%

72%

91%

0

1

Rfc

811H

90%

97%

79%

98%

64%

73%

0

3

Rfc

8111

91%

90%

97%

88%

89%

79%

0

2

ant rfc

811J

56%

64%

40%

67%

19%

22%

1

3

Rfc

Mean
(SD)

73.1
(20)

74.9
(25)

56.8
(35)

81.4
(22)

51.8
(30)

52.8
(30)

Animal

B

Note: - Ratio measures, mean (SD), and ventricular dilatation were assessed as described in Table 8.
- Transplant (Tp) size and location were assessed as described in Table 9.
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APPENDIX B

Table 12.--Types and results of statistical analysis of the morphometric measures and
the subjective score in study animals grouped by Tp size and compared to control
animals receiving HI (III) only.
Structure assessed

Morphometric ratio measures
(ANOVAI)

Subjective scoring system
(Kruskal-Wallis test)

Anterior cortex

F= 0.26, P= 0.776

H= 0.053 with 2 df, P= 0.974

Posterior cortex

F= 0. 06, P= 0. 94

H= 0.284 with 2 df, P= 0.868

Caudate & Putamen

F= 0.77, P= 0.474

H= 0.553 with 2 df, P= 0.758

Brain Stem I Thalamus

F= 0.35, P= 0.705

H= 1.294 with 2 df, P= 0.524

CA fields

F= 0.72, P= 0.496

H= 1.529 with 2 df, P= 0.466

Dentate gyrus

F= 0.37, P= 0.692

H= 2.534 with 2 df, P= 0.282

Note: Analysis of variance for independent measures (ANOVI)
- Results show no siginificant difference (NS), either by ANOVAI for ratio measures, or Kruskal-Wallis
test for the subjective scoring system.

Table 13.-- Types and results of statistical analysis of the morphometric measures and
the subjective score in study animals grouped by age at sacrifice and compared to
control animals receiving HI (III) only.
Structure assessed

Morphometric ratio measures
(ANOVAI)

Subjective scoring system
(Kruskal-W allis test)

Anterior cortex

F= 0.0.31, P= 0.821

H= 2.398 with 2 df, P= 0.674

Posterior cortex

F= 0.33, P= 0.803

H= 3.635 with 3 df, P= 0.409

Caudate & Putamen

F= 0.32, P= 0.808

H= 0.778 with 3 df, P= 1.00

Brain Stem I Thalamus

F= 0.49, P= 0.688

H= 3.076 with 3 df, P= 0.515

CA fields

F= 0.63, P= 0.600

H= 1.376 with 3 df, P= 0.973

Dentate gyrus

F= 0.68, P= 0.568

H= 0. 985 with 3 df, P= l. 00

Note:

NS difference at any structure assessed.
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Table 14.-- Correlation between the semi-quantitative damage assessment scoring
system, and the ratio measures of all animals surviving HI according to treatment ill
(N=34) at the various structures assessed.
Structure Assessed

Correlation

Anterior Cortex

r = -0.855, df = 32, t = -9.338

Posterior Cortex

r = -0. 739, df = 32, t = -6.205

Caudate & Putamen

r = -0.713, df = 32, t = -5.75

B stem I Thalamus

r = -0.888, df = 32, t = -10.925

CA Field

r = -0.714, df= 32, t = -5.771

Dentate Gyros

r = -0.843, df = 32, t = -8.855

Overall Correlation

r=-0.775,df= 198,t=-17.27

Note: - Good negative correlation were observed at all structures, and a significant overall correalation.
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APPENDIX C

Plots of the ratio measures for animals surviving treatment III HI at various structures
assessed are shown on the next pages Figs. 22-27, at each structure animals were
grouped by transplant size {as described earlier good (size 2-3), poor I no (size 0-1)}
shown as the top plot of every page (Fig. a). The bottom plot of every page (Fig. b) is
for the same set of animals but grouped by age at sacrifice, 2, 3-4, 6 wks posttransplantation and compared with animals sustaining HI only and sacrificed at 4 wks
post HI insult. Arrows indicate the mean ratio of each group and the standard
deviation (SD).
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Figure 22a. Anterior hemisphere area ratio in animals grouped by Tp size.
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Figure 22b. Anterior hemisphere area measures in animals grouped by age at sacrifice.
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Figure 23a. Posterior hemisphere area ratio in animals grouped by Tp size.
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Figure 23b. Posterior hemisphere area ratio in animals grouped by age at sacrifice.
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Figure 24a. Caudate & Putamen area ratio in animals grouped by Tp size.
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Figure 24b. Caudate & Putamen area ratio in animals grouped by age at sacrifice.
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Figure 25b. Brain stem diencephalon area ratio in animals grouped by age at sacrifice.
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Figure 26a. CA field length ratio measures in animals grouped by Tp size.
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Figure 26b. CA field length ratio for animals grouped by age at sacrifice.
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